13 January 2011
Run Number 167
Cross Keys Earle Street Liverpool 3
The Pack: 10”, Grutel, FCUK, Snoozanne, Compo (Hare), ET, Carthief, Mad Hatter, Sprog,
Cleopatra, Tia Maria.
With her usual timing Tia Maria just managed to make the initial Hash Flash

ET (or Megapixel) as he seems to be liked to be called was awarded the second camera.

And then retired to remove the excess clothes allowing FCUK to take the definitive Hash
Flash

The Hare explained the markings and advised that although we would be running past many pubs (in
Liverpool now there’s a surprise!) we would be having only one pub stop. Much as we have become
accustomed to themed runs from Compo we were stunned to learn that he had not devised a theme
for the run.
Off we went through the streets of Liverpool with several stops along the way where the un-themed
run suddenly found a theme as most of the sculptures and other edifices were memorials to those
killed in war.
The first one was not but
seemed to either be a left
over from last Christmas or
an early installation for the
next one.

An earnest discussion by our joint Grandmasters

I’ll swap my white
gloves for your
black ones

Making our way down to the Liverpool Leeds canal and a pair of brothers

A Hash Flash at the canal

With ET megapixelling sans flash

And so onto the first memorial

This was followed some 7 minutes later by another

Another memorial

And then into the station and the Pi•ce de r‚sistance Bessie Braddock and the egg.

Out of the station and along to a
non-working fountain with stern words

There must have been something else wrong with the fountain as the photograph turned out like
this. I have no idea!!!!

The promised

A realization that Sprog was undone

Is that a snake
(or are you pleased to see me?)

Running over the entrance to the Queensway tunnel

Past an obvious hash logo

And so back to the cars where due to Snoozanne and Sprog’s industry we were able to assuage
our hunger and thirst

It being a mild evening there was no imperative rush to get in the pub and the circle proceeded
normally.
The Hare was called up and various mini-sermons were offered by 10”
The mechanic who slept under a leaking car, because he wanted an oily start.
The Eskimo lottery -- you have to be Inuit to win it

Sprog for his laces

Cleopatra produced the stats for 2010

Most runs was 10” with 20.
FCUK had 19,
Compo and ET had 18 each.

Tia Maria was most upset that she was not higher up the stats and received a rendition of
Supertrooper (I am the one) as she completed her Down-Down.

The Pack retired to the Lion pub (rather than Cross Keys where we started in case you had
forgotten).
The following day the following exchange enlightened the Pack:
From: David Elliott [mailto:compohhh@gmail.com]
Sent: 14 January 2011 09:13
Subject: Bessie Braddock

Good morning
At the Bessie Braddock regroup we were wondering why she is holding an egg.
It transpires that she introduced the Lion mark which is printed on British eggs.
Enjoy your breakfast.
Compo
From: 10”

So we were prescient in altering our On-Inn venue…
10secs

From: Carthief
That is not a y(j)oke
CT
From Sprog
You crack me up...!
Sprog

